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Production of an Animated Cartography Sample
for Teaching and Instruction

With Musings on the Nature and Usefulness of Animated Maps

Introduction

Animated cartography is still a new field. It has been experimented with for years, but it

has not gained general usage except partially in use by the news media. Nevertheless, certain

subjects cry out for displaying the patterns of movement over time, such as historical patterns of

migration and settlement, or the movements of continents and ice caps over long periods of

geologic time. Studies of social trends, like the spread of freeways or distribution of a product, can

also benefit from showing volume changes and geographic pattern over the years. Whatever the

subject, animation in the sciences -- including the earth sciences is used in only two basic ways:

as a visual display of complex data to aid in problem solving, and to inform and capture the interest

of the general public. Are both forms animated cartography?

Programs which perform the first function are generally created for private industry and

require a large quantity of hard data'4 and a mathematical formula to create images of three-

dimensional features, such as waste plumes7 or deep well trajectories. These images can be rotated

to create a 3-D effect, and some can produce a sequence showing, say, a small plume growing into a

larger one. These cannot be captioned, touched up, or altered without altering the mathematical

generating formulae. Machines for these programs include Sun workstations", Silicon Graphics

workstations1, Vax", IRIS 4D/60'°, Crays'4, and other unnamed mainframe computers6. Many times

the programs do not exist commercially and must be created by the researcher6. They often show

complex patterns in a way useful to generating new theories. "Time is an important dimension in

forming a mental image of a multivariate physical process."2 Without the time element, theories

are more likely to be unable to adequately describe aspects of the real world. Before computers

could show kinetic patterns and shapes, patterns had to be assembled in the mind alone, and it was

easy to miss anomalies and alternate possibilities. Although these programs show animation in a

limited way, they are very useful, and the animation not only creates a focus but is an important part

of the success of analyses done this way. However, most of the time, animations created by these



programs are not really for anyone's use but the researcher. They do not display information so that

everyone can read it, they sometimes have no key or captions, and they are not meant for the

general public. They are created entirely by computer and have no craft or artistry in their display.

They are more an analysis tool than a cartographic product.

Programs which perform the second function are usually mass-market products which

employ easy user-interfaces not only for the viewer, but for the user as well. These programs are

usually for desktop computers and provide an attractive product which generates interest in the

general public for whatever subject is being displayed. Images can be edited and touched up,

captioned, remixed, and outfitted with sound and special effects. A survey of programs used in

recent projects included Deluxe Paint II and Pageflipper Plus on an Amiga (time-lapse sequences)8,

Adobe Photoshop and Premier on a Vax (fly-through and time-lapse sequences, possibly

interactive)", HyperCard on an Apple (time-lapse, interactive)'4"3, KT Bryce and Scenery Animator

on an unnamed desktop computer(fly-through sequences)'2, and others
9,15,I6 Most of these projects

were undertaken to provide either educational materials for schools and the general public'4'8'9"'3, or

a visual aid to illustrate a specific theory'5"6. Nothing but the most general pattern analysis can be

done with images like this, but they are extremely useful for communicating ideas, which is the

objective of any cartographic product. Like most maps, they are for almost everyone, and allow

their more cryptic sections to be deciphered by use of keys, scales, and instructions. They fit the

description of cartography much better than their analysis-oriented cousins do.

Objective

In order to teach any cartographic technique, examples must exist of the product in order to

stir interest and provide a model for subsequent attempts. Since no true examples exist in the

Oregon State University Geosciences department, I chose to display my mastery of the field of

cartography by producing a sample of animated cartography for use by Dr. Kimerling in his classes,

and evaluating the programs used to produce that sample. Since I am a cartographer, not a chemical

analyst, I will use the type of program which permits editing and attractive graphic display. By

choosing data from within the department, the results will also be useful in some of the geology

classes, by demonstrating the mathematical model which generated the data.



Data

The data used came from two sources. The North America image was an ETOPO 5 DEM

in a 5 minute resolution transformed to an Albers projection at 1: 12,500,000 in order to match the

rest of the data. The glacial data were the end result of the masters' research by Joseph Liccardi

(MS OSU, 1995) for Dr. Peter Clark in the Geology program of the OSU Geosciences department,

which involved the application of a general model for ice sheets (developed by John Jenson, PhD

OSU, 1993) to a specific area, namely the Laurentian ice sheet centered on Hudson Bay, Canada.

The result was 10 topographic maps of the Laurentian ice sheet ranging from 18 '4C KA to about 7

'4C KA (see the figs. 1-10 at the end of this paper). '4C KA's, which stand for "carbon 14

kiloannum" cannot be translated accurately into calendar years, but represent somewhat less than a

thousand years. These files were stored in Surfer for Windows .dat files and .bln files. In order to

use color to display the elevation ranges, the files had to be converted into a format which could be

read by the image processing program Idrisi.

Methods

Surfer for Windows

The first problem to solve was a vector-to raster conversion. Surfer .dat files do not

provide measurements at precise intervals which could be interpreted as pixels. They store vector

information. Surfer .grd files work much better, for they interpolate between data points and

provide data in a regular grid; however they are usually binary files, and Idrisi prefers ASCII.

Fortunately, Surfer for Windows provides the option of creating grids in ASCII for editing

purposes, so each .dat file gridded was produced in ASCII format. To make certain that each

covered the same geographic area, the lower left corner of each file was started at the same

geographic coordinate (the files were already georectified) and the extents in X and Y were made

identical. This created pixels covering approximately 2.5 km square, which helped to join it later

with the image of North America.

Another difficulty was confining the image to within the margins of the ice sheet, since the

Kriging procedure during the gridding process generated stranger and stranger data values the

further it went from the original data points. Each of the fil was gridded to be 200 by 200 points,



but the actual ice sheets were often much smaller and in several pieces, so in several of the files the

bogus crevasses and mountains outnumbered the real data points. Fortunately, the coordinates of

the actual margins of the ice sheets, as generated by the original program, still existed. They are

known as blanking files, or .bln's. Surfer provides a function which replaces all values outside of

those margins with a "blank" value (unfortunately not zero, which became a problem later). If the

ice sheet was in more than one piece, the .bln file had to be edited to contain only one piece at a

time, and the .grd file was blanked two or three separate times, once for each piece. Four of the ten

files required this process. Each new file was still 200 X 200, but it contained only one piece of ice

sheet. These could not be assembled in Surfer; they had to be assembled in Idrisi.

Programming in C

Having done everything possible in Surfer, still more work needed to be done before the

files were ready for Idrisi. Surfer grid files have headers and are stored in paragraphs. In this case,

the first row of 200 would be stored in one paragraph, then a space follows, then another paragraph

would begin, etc. Surfer also begins its row/column count in the lower left hand corner. Idrisi

would try to interpret a header as a data value (it uses .doc files instead), counts from the upper left

hand corner, and stores each pixel value on its own line, depending on its .doc files to tell it when

each row ends. Unless endless hours were to be spent editing each file in a text editor pressing

<RETURN> 4,000 times and backspacing 200 times, a special program was needed. Upon inquiry,

it appeared that no such program was available. This meant that it had to be written during the

project. The bulk of the program was written in an hour or two, but it took several weeks of

adjusting and trouble-shooting to get it to work, since only an amateur programmer was

available(myselt). Credit must go to Lian Song for her help in making the final adjustment. This

program, labeled SURF2IMG, complements the program that Dr. Kimerling wrote to translate

Idrisi files to Surfer files, called IMG2SURF. It can remove a 5 or a 7 line header (this means the

user must check it over in a text program first; the header could just as easily be removed here and

the program can also handle files without one), then creates a file with each data point on a single

line.
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Here is the program as currently written:

#include <conio.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#include<fcntl.h>
#include<io.h>

void newline(FILE*, FILE*);
void nohead(FILE*);

main()

FILE*ifil; FILE*ofil;
char narnei[80],nameo[80],name[80];

clrscrO;

printf("\nThis program converts ascii-format Surfer for Windows\n");
printf(" .grd files to Idrisi .img files.\n");
printf("It will process a file with a 5 line header, or with no header.\n");

/*****************************5t&t Surfer file processing************************************/

printf("\n\nEnter Surfer input file name: ");
gets(namei);
if((ifil = fopen(namei, "r")) = = NULL)

printf("error: cannot open Surfer input file");
exit(1);

nohead(ifil); /* Calls the program which takes the header off */

/****************************Start Idrisi file processing************************************/

printf("Enter Idrisi output image file name (w/o .ext): ");
gets(name);
strcpy(nameo,name); strcat(nameo,".img");
if((ofil = fopen(nameo, "w")) = = NULL)

printf("error: cannot open Idrisi output file");
exit(1);

newline(ifil, ofil); /* Calls sub-program "newline". *1

fclose(ofil);
fclose(ifil);

printf('n\n\n'n Done. Goodbye!");

/ main *1
/****************************************************************************************I



1* nohead program, which is called above. *1

void nohead(FILE*ifil)

char a,quest[lO];
inti;
intb;

printf("Does this file have a 5-line header?");
gets(quest);
a = quest[O];

switch(a)

case 'y':
for(i=O;k9;i-i-+);

fscanf(ifil, "%s",quest);
break;

case 'n':
break;

default:
fclose(ifil);
exit(1);

1* nohead *1
I****************************************************************************************/

/*newline program which is called above.*/

void newline(FILE*ifil, FILE*ofil)

double c;

while((c = getc(ifil)) != EOF)

switch(c)

case' ':
putc('\n',ofil);
break;

case"tn':
break;

default:
putc(c, ofil);
break;

/*newline*/
/****************************************************************************************/
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Unfortunately, the files still weren't Idrisi-ready at this point. Surfer uses negative exponential

numbers for the "blank" numbers it assigns during the blanking process, and Idrisi (for some

unknown reason) wouldn't handle them. More work was required in a text editor to Search and

Replace these numbers with zeros. Fortunately, most word processing programs will do this for

you, but require frequent saves, since the documents are long. Since not all the negative numbers

placed in the file are exactly the same,the replace procedure took about an hour and a half per file,

because the files had to be examined line by line to ensure that no anomalous numbers slipped

through. Despite this, the process is still notably shorter than doing everything by hand. This

project involved only ten files, but anyone with more would appreciate the difference. It would

definitely improve the IMG2SURF program if it automatically removed such numbers, and this

was seriously considered. Unfortunately, most people advised that it would take less time to edit

them out with the word processing program, considering the size of the project, than it would to

spend time wrestling with the program, so the matter was dropped. This would not have been true

if the project had involved more than ten files.

Using Idrisi

After file processing, each image needed a .doc file for Idrisi. Each file had 200 rows, 200

columns, and was in reallascii storage format. They were converted into integer binary for easier

storage and processing. Each file had to have its row order reversed because of the difference

between program display protocols. Surfer starts counting rows at the bottom, and Idrisi at the top,

so the bottom row had to become the top row, and the top row the bottom. Otherwise, Idrisi

displayed them upside down. Years with ice sheets in two or three pieces were made into one

image using CONCAT's second option (transparent overlay). They were all the same extent, so

the upper left corners went into the 0,0 position. This being done, the ice sheets needed to be joined

with some visual reference, namely North America. Dr. Kimerling kindly reprojected a 5 minute

DEM image of North America so that its projection matched that of the ice sheet images and each

cell covered 2.5 Km. This image was 274 by 274 pixels. After accqinng this, much time was spent

adjusting the palette to display it (press 'k' to adjust the ROB values of any display category, from

0 - 255. This palette can be named after you dismiss the image.). Unfortunately, the elevation

ranges for North America and the ice sheets overlapped quite a bit. Ordinarily, this wouldn't be a

problem, but there were two color uses in this map one was to point up a local phenomenon (the
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ice sheet), using color qualitatively. The other one was to display a universal phenomenon (

elevation over the whole map), using color quantitatively. It was essential that the colors should

both document the change in elevation and evoke common color/feature associations, but the ice

should be a different color from the rest of the map, no matter what elevations it occupied.

Unfortunately, Idrisi allows the use of only one palette at a time. Ice appeared with pine green and

tan edges, and most of the Great Plains region (not to mention half of Mexico) was in blue and

white tones, implying that it was covered in ice. Two things were done to alleviate this: 1 ,000

meters were added to the ice sheets using the SCALAR function in Idrisi, and RECLASS was used

to delete Mexico, from which the ice could not be removed. UPDATE (UPDATE universally

changes one value to another, RECLASS changes a specified block) changed the oceans to zero,

and RECLASS amended the coastline, which had some areas with such low values that they were

displayed as zero, leaving holes in Honda and Louisiana. This still left a lot of ice on the Rockies,

which originally did not seem to be a problem, since mountaintop glaciers still exist even today in

the Cascade Range. When the palette was finished, it was time to combine the ice sheets with the

continent.

In order to discern the proper placement of the ice sheets over the continent, both images

were opened simultaneously in Adobe Photoshop and superimposed one over the other. The only

way to do this was to open them as RAW images, which are stored in byte binary format. To

create work files which were in byte binary format, the files were put through STRETCH with the

minimum and maximum values as the upper and lower bounds. Images resulting from STRETCH

are always byte binary. When they were opened in Photoshop, the column and row count were

examined to make certain they matched the Idnsi information exactly. Using the channels

capabilities of Photoshop, one image was layered over another and the channel containing the

continent was frozen. The ice sheet could then be moved until it looked right (the shape of the ice

sheet usually complemented the actual land underneath in some recognizable way). The second file

resulted in the same placement, so when the continent and the ice sheets were melded into one

image using CONCAT, the continent was the main image, it was "overlay transparent" (meaning

North America would show through anywhere the second image had zero values), and the ice

sheets' upper right corners went at -1, 274.

Once the continent had its ice, the SURFACE module of Idrisi was used to do analytical

hill shading (the defaults worked fine) on it. The .img files were then EXPORTed with their palette

into .tif files, (Idrisi will only do this with byte binary files)then opened as .tif' s in Photoshop. The

shaded .img files were also opened as RAW images in the same session. The .tif' s opened in



glorious color, and the shading was added in another channel at about 50% opacity, creating a

lovely textured effect(see fig. 11). These were saved as .tif files and they were the files which were

supposed to go to the animation program. Unfortunately, Photoshop was the only program which

could read the layers in this file. The effect could not be exported. The project would have to

continue with the color files alone and depend on the layer tinting to convey the elevations

adequately. After some experimentation, it was found that the files took up less space as .bmp's, so

they were all saved in that format. This also enabled them to be opened in Paintshop Pro, which

doesn't seem to handle Photoshop's .tif's very well. Paintshop Pro was used for this particular stage

because it has a convenient tool which exchanges one color for another, leaving all surrounding

colors unaltered. It was originally thought that the ice in the Rocky Mountains was acceptable, but

having been visited by a geologist from the adjacent office who stated unequivocally that there was

hardly any ice there at that time, the area being covered in numerous lakes; it became apparent that

the files could not remain as they were. He also suggested adding the other glaciers which occupied

areas next to Hudson Bay, but settled for a promise to add a disclaimer at the beginning of the

movie to prevent people from assuming they were getting an exact birds'-eye view of the terrain

and climate of the time. The scope of this project does not include researching the margins of

ancient lakes and shallow seas, and the unusual model which generated the data might possibly

make the question of contemporary neighboring ice fields moot. However, taking out the ice in the

Rockies seemed both possible and necessary, so the .bmp's were moved into Paintshop Pro and the

brown/tan progression in reverse order was substituted for the blue/aqua progression. White

became the highest and lowest value in the mountain palette, and the central value was the darkest

brown. Although this has been used to good effect on other maps, the results of this substitution

were not optimal. However, the result was not confusing, so it was decided to let the

substitutions stand.

Using Morph

The images having been prepared, the next step was to bring them into a morphing

program, which interpolates between two images. This was necessary, because ten files cannot

produce animation. The result would be more like a swift slide show. Using a morphing program

produces smooth changes between one shape and another, simulating the actual changes in the ice

field. MORPH, by Gryphon Software, was selected as the cheapest and one of the best(it has won

awards, including one for ease of use). The images and control points (Morph calls them key
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points) are stored in an .mrf file. A single interpolation can be generated, or an entire movie with a

variable number of frames in .avi or .mov format. The file starts with two blank frames. Images

can be imported by double-clicking the blank frame or by selecting "Read Start Image" or "Read

End Image."

Once imported, key points are set by double-clicking on the thumbnail image and

generating a work frame. A small toolbar on the left contains a selector arrow, a key point

generator, a key line generator (lines are used for defining shapes with fewer points), a key

point/line eraser, and a magnifying glass. Using the magnifier, the images can be seen at closer

range and the points placed more precisely. It should be noted that it wasn't very useful to use the

highest magnification, because the program continuously shifted the display of the image when

switching to the other frame to adjust a point. It seemed to be confused between where it displayed

the pixel and where it thought the pixel actually was. All the points and lines must continually be

readjusted to make sure they are placed close to the right places. It became uncertain if a point was

being placed on the right spot, or where the image was only showing the spot. The best

magnification appeared to be when the points looked to be about the size of the individual pixels.

The images still shifted, but nowhere near as many times. After several hours of editing, it became

apparent that the whole morphing process does not allow for very fine control anyway. Somewhere

pretty close is good enough.

The first editing session was a test to see how many problems might arise. It used the first

file, 18 '4C KA, and the last file, 7 '4C KA, to do a "worst-case scenario." These were the files

showing the greatest extent of ice and the smallest extent of ice, respectively. As a point is placed

in one file, a corresponding point appears in the other file, which can then be adjusted to fit the

shape of the new image. Many points had to be used for 18, all of which had to be jammed in

carefully for 7. When the movie was generated, the entire image appeared to be incorporated into

the morph, seemingly stretched and twisted, sucked toward the center as the ice field shrank. The

remedy for this was to place stationary control points just beyond the margin of the largest area to

be changed. A few were also placed in the corners and along the continental margin. This

improved the appearance of the movie, but the difference between the two extents was great enough

that the effect still occured, albeit in a smaller area. Thus forewarned, work began on the actual

project.

Conveniently, if you have multiple images, you can copy the finished set to the next set of

frames, reverse them so that the "end" image becomes the "start" image, and then import another

image on top of the old start image. Thus the first set went from 18 to 14, the next from 14 to 13,
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then from 13 to 12, etc. The key points from the previous file remain, still linked to the new "start"

image, so all that has to be done is adjust them to the new margin. With each change, new positions

for the stationary key points were added, so that the warping effect would be confined to the

margins of the larger file.

The first .mrf file had advanced to set 4 when a save generated a "General Fault Protection

Error", and the entire file was lost. The file itself being less than one megabyte on a machine with

more than 80 to spare, one could only presume that the actual act of saving in Morph somehow

requires a great deal of memory. Other possibilities include poor software design or an individual

glitch in the copy being used. Whatever the reason, a way around it needed to be found. The only

apparent solution was to begin saving files to another name than the current one being worked on,

so that when the file was ruined, the last one could be returned to and worked from. Frequent saves

were also demanded by prudence. Eventually experimentation revealed that exiting Morph after a

successful save, followed by deletion of the previous file, ensured the success of the next save. It

was a nuisance to be constantly starting and exiting a program, but eventually it only slowed the

project a little.

When the entire .mrf was complete, there were 9 sets of files. The command to create a

movie in Morph is "save movie" in the file menu. All .mrf's must have a start and end file, which

means no blank sets on the end, something that had to be deleted before the program would allow

this option to be selected. Graphic quality was set to highest. Frames per second were reset to 20,

which came out to 100 frames per set, since the program originally assigns 5 seconds of screen time

to each set. This can be changed, but with 9 sets, 5 seconds seemed adequate. The "force end

frame" (include the very last frame in the movie) box was checked, and "ease in/out"(allow the

beginning and end images to linger momentarily) was also checked. The computer the program

was originally installed on could not handle the process. This was remedied by installing the

program on the Windows 95 machine, which had a higher clock speed and indicated that it had 650

megabytes free. The .mrf and all the files were transferred to the new hard drive and the morph

began. It took roughly an hour.

The warping problem still persisted, most notably in the transition between 10 and 9, and

again between 8.4 and 8, both of which go from fairly large to rather small, just like the "worst-case

scenario." The immediate remedy which came to mind was to use 8.4 as a transition between 10

and 9, since it is between them in size, and use 9 between 8.4 and 8, since it is between them in

size. This would work best if the number of frames between start and end could be altered for

different sets, but the program does not appear to allow for this. The frames per second apparently
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applies to all sets within the file. This might be adjustable in pre-video production, but the pains

taken might not be necessary, since the viewers probably don't care about whether the number of

frames per thousand years is accurate and there were already problems with irregular time periods

in the sequence anyway (18 to 14; 9 to 8.4 to 8). Fortunately, Joe Licciardi, who generated the

original data, was consulted before the project was considered to be irrevocably finished. He

pointed out an error made during the blanking process which diminished file 9 considerably,

making the ice field appear to shrink, and then expand momentarily at the 8.4 mark. When this file

was reprocessed, the sequence made much more sense and made for a smoother transition.

Using Macromedia Director

The movie still needed titles and text, something that could not be done in Morph. A movie

script was therefore prepared in Macromedia Director Academic 4.0. Director has several windows

which do different things. The cast window holds thumbnail images of the things which will appear

on the screen.The script window helps you plan the timing of the "cast", and coordinates transitions

(i.e. fade to black, etc.), sound, palette changes, etc. The control panel plays the movie and can stop,

jump, or loop a movie. The paint window can alter imported images or create new cast members.

The images of the cast members on the stage can be enlarged or reduced, moved about, or removed

without altering the actual cast member. Cast members can be placed onto the "stage" directly and

will appear in whatever frame in the script is selected at the time. Or they can be placed in the

script frame directly and their position onstage altered later. Selecting a frame makes the movie

jump to that point. Within this matrix, a digital movie such as the one created in Morph can be

imported and viewed as part of the larger movie.

Importing the .avi was not difficult, but there were several changes to make in order to

make the movie flow smoothly. To ease the abruptness of the transition between the opening

information slides, a scene dissolve was selected. To make the digital movie appear to match the

stage, the palette for this movie was altered by matching RGB values of the background color to the

"sea" color. The altered and renamed palette was then applied to each cast member by changing the

settings in their information panels. Since the digital movie displayed badly when its window was

resized (the palette changed radically and could not be reset), it had to be played at the size it

originally opened with, which was smaller than really optimal, but more acceptable than the color

changes. Captions were created in the paint window and placed in appropriate frames to
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synchronize with the changing ice field. This created some interesting difficulties between the

timing of the .dir and that of the original .avi.

Digital movies are considered a single cast member (which ordinarily is a static image, not

a moving thing), not a series of frames, and thus cannot be altered in the paint window, although the

place it occupies onstage can be moved or enlarged(as per above, however, this is not always

advisable). It can also be "clipped", though this is not a true alteration, but a redefinition of how

much of the movie is visibly playing. No other cast member may appear in front of a movie.

Because a digital movie is considered one cast member, it initially appears in one frame of the script

only, and thus a special tempo marker is required in order to pause the rest of the cast long enough

to allow this kind of movie to play within a Director movie. If this method is used to allow the

digital movie time to play, nothing else can change while it plays. Text must appear before or after

it, though it can remain onscreen during it. The other method is to copy the cast member to some

far frame and use "In-between Linear" to repeat it between the first and last frame it appears in.

This is the method used for this project. One might think this would cause the movie to start at the

beginning in each new frame, but instead the digital movie begins playing in the first frame, and

plays until Director's playback head reaches the last frame in which it appears. The tempo at which

the Director movie plays can be altered to make it run more slowly during the digital movie, and the

tempo at which the digital movie plays can be fixed in the "info"panel by checking the "Play at a

fixed rate" box. This is the best option for synchronized captions or sound, since otherwise the

digital movie plays at a variable rate, depending on its original stated rate and the rate of the

Director movie. It took multiple adjustments before the captions in the movie matched the changes

in the ice field, simply because the digital movie readjusted itself every time the file was saved.

Even when the movie played smoothly in Director, the "projector" created from it played the .avi

too slowly so that all the captions ran by and the projector ended before the ice completely melted.

This was solved in the short-term by checking the "Play as fast as possible" box instead of the "Play

at a fixed rate" box. Eventually, all the elements came together, and the result was, if not

Hollywood caliber, certainly of professional quality. The movie can be played in Director or as a

"projector", a special executable file used for playing movies on computers without Director. This

projector, along with images of the original 10 files, will be put on a compact disc for use in CD-

ROM drives, in a pocket in the back of the bound version of this paper. Because of the tempo

problems, it is a possibility that on a slower computer, the projector will not play right, so if a

problem occurs, try a computer with a higher clock speed. It will also be transferred to videotape,

which, if not available in the office, may be available from Dr. Nolan or Dr. Kimerling.
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Conclusions

Problems

There were problems with all of the programs used for this project. Obviously, none of

them were truly designed to work together, so some of the problems were just difficulties with

getting files from one format to another, like between Surfer and Idrisi. Others were difficulties

with getting a program to do something the designers did not anticipate it might need to do. It

would have been very useful to have a divided palette for Idrisi, but it was not possible. Instead, the

original data were altered in order to make the images look the way they needed to. The problem

with Morph seemed to be mostly a glitch in the copy of the program we acquired, but like Idrisi, it

also had design shortfalls. Unlike Idrisi, Morph is theoretically designed to do exactly what was

being done with it, so the omissions are a little more annoying. It seems sensible to have been able

to vary, within one file, the number of frames per set of images, but this was apparently not an

option. The designers were doubtless thinking only of artists and perhaps moviemakers, not anyone

whose images conveyed change over real time, but some merely physical changes might still

require more frames than others. The ice fields didn't change that much between 18 '4C KA and 14

'4C KA, but it took between 3,000 and 4,000 years to make the changes, not 1,000 years, which the

timing of the morph seems to imply (it gave the same number of frames to that set as it did to the

next, which only spanned a bit under 1,000 years). This can probably be altered in the video

preproduction, but it would have been better to do it in Morph. Not everyone has access to digital

video manipulation equipment and software; this project is lucky enough to have the use of Dr.

Nolan's sophisticated equipment for the final product. Morphing transparently over another image

would also have been very useful. Morph with layers would have prevented the warping of North

America and solved most of the problems encountered with this program. Director, besides having

a mildly confusing manual, has only one design flaw. It would definitely be more useful with the

ability to "dissect" an .avi or a .mov, so that each frame in those kind of files would take up one

frame in Director's movie. That way, adjusting and readjusting the playback tempo would not be

necessary. Nevertheless, the power and the potential of these two new programs was impressive,

and both were worth the money spent on them. Given good images, and with a little care in

designing around their problems, they can turn out spectacular results.
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Potential

This is a mapping technique which grabs attention. These kinds of programs produce

images which are colorful and eye-catching. It is a very good way to demonstrate something before

going into depth about a theory. It is also a good way to display general trends and large patterns.

It is not a very good scientific research tool. The data were first modified, then basically erased.

The original files displayed true elevations, then incorporated some exaggerated elevations, then

became all color and no elevations. Or in other words, they went from ten files generated by a

sound mathematical model to 1,200 or so frames of sheer speculation anchored by occasional spikes

of probability. It produces spectacular effects and certainly suggests reality strikingly well. But it

is "for display purposes only." Some paper maps can be used to measure distances. But few

animation programs allow such precision(for a possible exception, see reference 6). They are better

used to show results of solid research, or to educate the general public about spacial issues. They

are the peacock's tail of the map world: they entice you in, shimmering from afar, until you are

close enough to see the real bird which supports it. Each is necessary to the other, for without his

tail, a peacock won't attract any admirers, but without the peacock, the tail is meaningless. Director

and Morph can certainly produce such a spectacular display.
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Fig. 10 7 '4C KA



Fig. 11 9 '4C KA with hilishading


